Recently Offered Elective Courses

Acting Methods
Agricultural Research Methods
All About Chocolate
Art in Iberian Peninsula
Artificial Intelligence
Assembly Language Basics
Astronomy
Baking for the Holidays
Ballroom Dance
Bio & Board Games
Bio Engineering
Bioethics
Biological Psychology
Business of Sports
C Programming
C# and Unity
Chinese Calligraphy
Civil Engineering
Classical French Cuisine
Comic Book Publishing
Computer Security
Concert Band
Concert Choir
Cooking for College
Costume Design
Creative Art Workshop
Creative Non-Fiction Writing
Creative Puzzle Solving
Creative Writing
Culinary Design
Design for 3D Printing
Design for Laser Cutting
Designing Escape Rooms
Developmental Biology
Digital Imaging
Digital Photography
Earthquakes
Einstein Relativity
Fashion and Sewing
Federal Reserve Challenge
Foundations of Nano
Global Art & Social Impact
Great Debates in US History II
Immunology
Interactive Design
Intermediate Java
Introduction to Architecture
Introduction to Journalism
Introduction to AgriScience
Introduction to UX Design
Introduction to Web App
Introduction Surgical Technique
Introduction to Java Programming
Introduction to Mandarin I, II, III
Introduction to Microscopy
Introduction to Production Design
Introduction to Python
Introduction to Robotics
Introduction to Video Prod I, II, III
Latin American Cinema
Latin Styles Dance
Machine Learning
Marketing
Markets & Trading
Math Problem Solving Seminar
Math Team
Medical Bots Engineering
Medical Microbiology
Model UN
Modern Russian History I
Modern Russian History II
MRL Xploration
Music & Society
Musical Theatre Production (the BCA Musical)
Nanoscale Materials Science
Organic Chemistry I
One Acts
Paper Art
Pilates
Pit Orchestra
Processors
Psychology of Individual Research Applications in Molecular Biology Genetics
Screen Process
Screenwriting
Songwriters Circle
Sports Medicine
Stage Management
Stagecraft
Strategies in AP Bio
Strategies in Chemistry
Strategies in Math
Structured Query Language
Terrorism & 911
Topics in Oncology & Hematology
US Debates
World Cuisines
Yoga